ACCLAIM FOR PAUL AND HIS NEW CD “A LITTLE THUNDER” 2019
MESCALINA, the online Italian music magazine, by Aldo Pedron.
“A perfect mix of ballads, swing, jazz and blues of rare beauty”
At the age of 73, Paul Millns is still able to write wonderful songs, sing them divinely, play the piano well
and still amaze us today.
THUERINGER ALLGEMEINE
“His songs – nothing spared or soothing, but pure life: honest, clear sounds with little decoration and
much emotion.
Paul Millns not only plays music - he is music.”
KOLLEFORNIA MUSIC MAGAZINE
New Review for A Little Thunder.
"A CD that will be played often. A wonderful voice, paired with the tones of fabulous blues musicians. A
fabulous album."
BADISCHES TAGBLATT
“His songs are precious pieces of poetry, that concentrate on the essentials of life, and also what's in
danger of being lost in the rush of daily lives".
"Paul is by himself in this musical landscape, and with his unique charisma and songwriting he creates
highlight after highlight".
MUSENBLÄTTER MUSIK & KULTUR MAGAZIN
THE ONLY DANCE THAT MATTERS by Frank Becker
“that’s what distinguishes the real star…often he is compared, names like Randy Newman, Joe Cocker
or Tom Waits are in the room. But Millns is a class of his own as a poet and interpreter of his own songs.
The result is one of the most beautiful albums of its genre, and it has earned our distinction, with
honesty.
A heartfelt recommendation.”
MUSIK AN SICH MAGAZIN
A LITTLE THUNDER by Ingo Andrushkevich
“The music is packed in wonderfully composed songs that move in the wide field between ballads,
singer/songwriter, blues and swing”
“A Little Thunder is the mature work of a great musician who has experienced a lot and has the gift of
translating his life experiences into good lyrics and great songs.
Highly recommended.”
FOLKER MUSIC MAGAZINE
“This music captures you, envelops you in its warmth and stimulates your own reflection… it delivers on
the noblest promise that music can make - it touches you. [Achim Hennes] “
ROADTRACKS
“Paul Millns delivers with A Little Thunder", a magnificent mature work.
Highly recommended! [ Christian Anger]”
WeGotMusic.de
“Paul Millns's music defies any categories and drawers, spanning earthy blues as much as ballads, soul,
rock and jazz. In addition, Millns has one of the most expressive voices, in addition to great lyrics. What
more could you want?”
GOOD TIMES MAGAZINE Album review
“one of the grand masters of the Singer / Songwriter Guild. Conclusion: a timeless work of maturity”

